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Foreword
The American Association Ot Colleges tor Teacher Edu-
cation (AACTE) is committed to the preparation of

- teachers who have the,knowledge ancl/ skills necessary. _
to meet the diverse learning needs of the children and
youth in our schools. AACTE believes that this means
teacher educators must be concerned With the redesign
of their programs as well as the development and applit
cation of appropriately rigorous standards and proce-
dures. ,?

The Association's commitment is represented in a se-
ries of position papers with their genesiS in AACTE's
bicentennial publication, Educating a Profession. ThiS
statement, Profile of a Beginning Teacher, is the first in this
series. It outlines the knowledge and skills that should
lpt. guaranteed by, graduation from a,teacher education
program. It advocateS a strong emphasis on gener.al
education, the disciplines Underlying pedagogy, the
teaching specialty content, and an enriched study and
practice of pedagogy.

The second statement in the series, Competency Assess-
ment, describes how and when the progress of prospec-
tive teachers should be assessed. Its reCommendations

1cover teacher eckcation from student entry into the.pro-
gram to graduation.

The third statement, Extended Programs for Teacher Edu-
cation, addresses the length of time necessary for stu-
(lents to develop the competencies ensuring teacher ef-
fectilwess. To meet the outcomes descfibed in Profile of
a Beginning Teacher, this statement considers the need for
e.xtended programs. It addresses the issues surrounding
a dramatic change in teacher education, gives examples
of extended programs, and makes recommendations for
implementing the moie demanding and comprehensive
program required to achieve the goals outlined in Profile.

The three statements are extended and combined in
aukating a Profession: Beginning Teacher Preparation to be
released in Spring 1983. This and other publications on
teacher education are available filom the AM._ lt Order
Department, Suite 610, One Dupont Circle, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20036., I/

February 1983

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES
FOR TEACHER EDUCAtION

. One Dupont Circle, Suite 610, Washington, D.C. 20036

J



Profile ,of a
Beginning Teacher
"The American people face a crucial choice concern-
ing theix schools. Either they reaffirm their faith in
education throughlincreased financial and psychologi-
cal support, or they will experience the end of public
eclucation" (Howsam et al 1976). Howsarn's bicenten:
nial publication, Educating a Pmfession, also challenged
teacher education to earn such public support by as-
sisting teachers and schools to meet the demands on
education.

The challenge remains to be met.
Education is vital to the maintenance and enrich-

ment of our society. Public schools continue to provide
the primary source of education of our children and
youth. But schools need to be betterconsiderably
betterthan many of them are today.

An emerging consensus on how to improve the
schools is that improvement must begin w.ith upgrad-
ing teacher quality. According tO recent opinion polls,
a large segment of the public believes that improving
teacher quaftis the bestway to improve the schools.
Parents, students, legislators and the general *public
have, expressed dissatisfaction with the level of effec-
tiveness of many teachers and schools-.--Recont actions
by legislative bodies and recommendations by numer-,
ous public and private organizStions underscore the
impatience with the ,teaching profession and with
teacher education institutions.

They perceive a lack of response to the challenge of
improving the effectiveness of schools. And many in
the teaching profession agree.

Thus, reaffirmation and recomthitment to strong
teacher education programs are timely and necessary.

This profile defines what stronger teacher education
programs would producewhat teacher characteris-,
tics should be guaranteed upon graduation from a
teacher education program.. This report is an answer
to the challenge to improve our schools through a
better understanding of what teachers must be ex-
pected to know and be able to do in order to begin
professional practice.

The report reaffirms the belief that improving school
personnel qualify is the most effective way to improve
our schools. Consistent with that view, we hold that
parents and their childrenindeed, all of societyare
entitled to expect excellence in beginning teachers.
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Teacher, education institutionsi in turn,, are chal-
lenged to respond to this report by accepting their
responsibilities to children and ,outh by preparing
teacher candidates who are educated adults and com-
petent professionals.

Profile of Beginning Teacher Competencies
Parents and educator's alike have the right to expect

that beginning teachers:
care about children and are committed to their
education;
are broadly educated in the liberal arts and capa-
ble of engaging the young in the knowledge and
intellectual processes fundamental to a common
general education;
are knowledgeable about the subjects that they
teach;
possess a thorough grasp of the knowledge base
undergirding teaching practice, a repertoire of in-
structional strategies, and the skills to apply these
to the education of individual students;
are able to understand and use new technologies;
are able to transcend their own personal expe-
riences in the classroom as a student, and subse-
quently as a teacher, in order to make instruc-
tional 'decisions based on profegsional
knowledge,'"
are able to communicate effectively with children,
parents, policy- and decision-makers, and other

- persons;
understand and use methods of inquiry and re-
search findings in making professional decisions;
honor the dignity and rights of every individual
learner consonant with the values of our demo-
cratic and pluralistic society;
are ptepared to implement the concept that
schools should provide open and equal educa-
tional opportunity for all;
collectively represeat the cultural differences as-
sociated with the society at large.

In short, the public and the, profession must insist
on beginning teachers who are safe to practice in class-
roomssafe in the sense that they have the personal
and professional competencies and skills wpich are
essential to easure student learning.



The qualities expected of teachers must be devel-
oped through the teacher. education programs of
every institution preparing personnel. The public and
the profession are entitled to expect that all such insti-
tutions offer programs that:

admit only individuals with potential for teaching
successfully;
provide challenging, relevant and rewarding ex-
periences designed to attract and retain candi-
dates of promise and screen out those not suited
for teaching;*
establish clear goals responsive to both the reality
of today's schools and to ota aspirations for what
they may become;

.2 use the professional knowledge base for teaching;
use and help students develop a balanced reper-
toire of instructional sn'ategies for a broad range
of individual learning needs;
provide campus-based and supervised field expe-
riences to ensure that the theoretical foundations
for teaching knowledge can be translated effec-
tively in classroom instruction;
provide adequate resources to support both the
academic and pedagogical components of the
teacher education program;
plan sequential experiences that move prospec-
tive teachers toward greater sophistication and
wider applications of teaching knowledge and

establish criteria which ensure that graduates are
at a safe ievel of beginning professional practice;
provide for regular follow-up contact and support
for graduates during their transition to full-time
practice;
develop and maintain relationships with other
agencies and groups whose understanding and
support are essential.

To achieve these qualities, graduates of teacher edu-
cation programs would possess requisite knowledge
and skills in the following four program components:

1. General Education
2. Preprofessional Study in the Disciplines Under-

girding Pedagogy
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3. 'Academic Specialization
4. Professional'Study
The principal,elements of these four components to .

be described fully in this document should be.,undei-
stood to be integral, interactive an& adaptable comPo-
nents of initial teacher preparation.

All college students preparing to teach are required
to take courses in the general education component.
The content of this component must provide a sound
foundation in the liberal arts and sciences.

In preprofessional studies, prospective teachers
study subjects that provide a theoretical, base and re-
lated skills in the social and behavioral sciences. These
courses provide a foundation for understanding
schools and developing skills that will assist in teach-
ing.

The academic specialization component is the in-
depth study ot the subjects that the prospective
teacher will teach. Since teachers are ekpected to con-
vey knowledge to students in one or more subjects,
they must develop proficiency in these areas.

While the other three.components are important, it
is the professional stUdies component that transforms
the educated individual into a professional teacher.
Here, prospective teachers learn to draw from the
other three components those elements having impli-
caLions for teaching Even more important, they learn
how to teach effectively through. the acquition of
generic and specialized knowledge and skills which
are essential to the study ahd practice of pedagogy
effective teaching.

Given the structure of colleges and universities,
these four prOgram components are shared by the
arts, letters, and sciences faculty and the faculty of
education. Nevertheless, the teacher education unit
holds the chief responsibility for the professional prep-
aration of teachers, and draws on the resources of the
total campus.



General Education
General education fosters understanding of society

the world and the prospective teachers themselves.
The general education component is taught by the
arts, letters and science faculty and serves as a lifelong
tool to solve problems, think critically, and compre-
hend past, present, and future events. While impor-
tant to every college student, it is of special signifi-
cance to those preparing to teach because theyvill
need to be familiar with the knowledge and intellec-
tual processes fundamental to teaching. General edu-
cation should result in an understanding of the follow-
ing:

Communication Skills. A teacher's ability to com-
municate effectively is essential. Thus, a fundamental
outcome of the general education componenst shoUld
be proficiency in the art of communication. Upon
completion of general studies, the prospective teacher
should:

be proficient in the communication arts (reading,
writing, speaking, listening, creative expression, .
and forms of non-verbal communication);
be proficient in mathematical skills;
understand the nature, evolution, and uses of
language and how language reflects cultural val-
ues and traditionsthe study of other languages
may facilitate such understanding;
understand the function, use, and impact of mass
communication, the computer, and other technol-
ogy.

Importance of Groups and'Institutions. Because
teachers work with groups of students and parents in
one of society's major institutions, an understanding
is required of the importance of groups and institu-
tions and their origins and development, organiza-
tion, functions, strengths and weaknesses, historical
impact, and relationship to cultural characteristics.

Relationship of Society and Work. The general
studies should assist college students in understand-
ingthe relationship between society and work. This
component should include study of the historical,
philosophical, religious, and social attitudes toward
work, and the relationship of individuals and groups
to production.



Relationship of Nature and the Universe. Teacher
candidates should understand the relationship of na-,
ture and the universe through the study of the proc-
esses and,applications of science and its influence on
sodiety; the interrelatedness of the various elements of
nature; values and ethics as related to scientific knowl-
edge; and .the interrelatedness of all knowledge.

Relationship of New Technqlogies.to Human Na-
ture. Teacher candidates should be able to understand
the relationship between high technology and human
potential, inauding the implications this movement
holds fo. schooling and education.

Relationship of Time and Civilization. Teacher can-
didates shouid understand the ielationship between
time and civilization. These concepts-should be ad-
dressed through the study of the interrelatedness of
past, present and future events; the convergence of
social, cultural, religious, political, economic and intel-
lectual forces; the contributions and decline of major
.civilizations; and the emergence of global interde'pen-
dence.

,Value$ and Beliefs. Teacher candidates should un-
derstand the laws, cUstoms, traditions, and Values in
relation to a variety of cultures, including the pluralis-
tic culture of the United States and the rest of the
world; the derivation of social ethics and morality; and
the derivailon of` individual values and beliefs.

Fine Arts. Teacher candidates should understand
'the role of fine arts (including music, theater, dance,
and the visual arts) in cultural development and their
impact upon society.

Principles of Physical and Mental Fikalth. Teacher
candidates should be able to assist students in gaining
an understanding of basic principles of physical and
mental health related to individuals and the commu-
nity.

In essence, the general education component en-
courages teacher candidates to explore the interrela-
tionship of knowledge, to develop communication
skills that allow them to conVey that knowledge to
others, and to be able to make decisions on the basis of
evidence and logic.



Preprofessional.Study in the Disciplines
Undergirding Education

The complex nature ot teaChing demands that pro-
spective teachers acquire an adequate theoretical foun-
dation in the undergirding disciplines, primarily the
social and behavioral sciences. Studies in anthropol-
ogy, phil9sophy, add sociology.provide the contextual.
knowledge which undergirds professional practice in
teaChing as well as in other social science professions.

Preprofessional studies are oriented toward children
and youth as well as human services other, than teach-
ing. They extend and amplify the introductory expe-
riences that teacher candidates share with all other
college students in the general education component.
As a result of preprofessional studies, teacher candi-
dates should:

understand the principles and methods of in-
quiry which explain human behavior, cultural in-
fluences, social institutions, and significant path.;
cal, economic, and philosophical systems;
understand the major human and technological
factors that foster or inhibit effective communica-
tion among individuals and social groups;
gain a sense of the disciplinary roots of profes-,
sional practice Shared by teachers and other hu-
man service professionals.

Academic Specialization
Academic speciali7ation is the in-depth study of

subjects which a teacher candidate may teach in an
elementary or secondary schopl. A guiding principle
for judging prospective teachers', competence in an
academic specialty is their attainment of proficiency at
a level and depth of sophistication that enables them
to teach others to understand it at their level of readi-
ness.

Much of what prospective teachers learn from their
studies in the disciplines is not appropriate for teach-
ing directly to children and youth. Instead, the focus
of these studies should be on the nature of knowl-
edge, the structure of the discipline and the relation-
ship between them, and the piocesses of inquiry and
researth. These comprise the foundation for enabling
teachers to draw appropriately from the disciplines to
develop school curricula.



Teacher candidates for each school levei need aca-
demic preparation which assures that they:

understand (a) the nature and structure of the
subject matter; (b) the logical dimensions of the
content; (c) the value and use of the subject mat-
ter; (d) the rekvance of the subject matter to
present and future needs of the students, and. (e)
the degree of social "neutrality" or bias in the

/ subject matter,
can select, develop, and modify instructional ma-
teriais;
establish standards of excellence appropriate to
the grade level and each student's learning
needs;
develop a personal sense of scholarship in at least
one academic field sufficient to identify with
scholars and other instructors in that area and to
participate in professional associations, con-
ferences, and other professional.activities.

Elementary teachers.* Teacher candidates for ele-
mentary schools should be able to teach reading and
language arts, literature, mathematics, physical and
biological science's, social sciences, art and music, and '1
health and physical education. They should also be
able to Pursue advanced study in at least one of these
fields.

The nature of the elementary school curriculum
makes it impossible for elementary teachers to acquire
the equivalent of an academic major in each of the
instructional fields with which they work. Therefore, it
is important that each teacher develop a broad knowl-
edge of instructional fields, gaining extended knowl-
edge in at least one of them. Many school systems use
employment and assignment procedures to achieve a
balance of teacher expertise in different subject ar'2as.

Both the general education componentand the pro-
fessional methodology courses included in the curric-
ula for elementary teachers contribute significantly to
the subject matter knowledge necessary for the ele-

.mentary teacher.

*Although description is provided herein for elementary
and secondary level teachers, it should be noted that new
instructional arrangements for middle and junior high
school students are emerging across the country. Teacher
candidates for these schools will need different mixes of
general education and professional education courses.



Secondary teachers.* Teacher candidates for sec-
ondary schools should have pursued in-depth stUdy
of at least twp academic fields. In each of these fields,
they should be able to:

understand and discuss the field's logical struc-
ture, uses, and modes'of inquiry;
use and describe methods of collecting and proc-
essing information and determining reliability;
pursue independent study of new knowledge.

Specialized teachers (K-12): Teacher candidates in
specialized fields commonly taught throughout 'the K-
12 sequence (for example, art, music, and physical
education) should be able to:

acquire the skills of the field and unden., -nd their
developmental nature;
understand the disciplines sufficiently to adapt
instruction for all learners, dependent on individ-
ual levels of readiness;
pursue independent study of new knowledge in
the field.

Professional Studies
The pedagogical component of initial teacher prepa-

ration is comprised of the following;
1. Foundational studies in education
2. Generic teaching knowledge and skills
3. Specialized pedagogical knowledge and gkills
4. Field and,clinical laboratory experience
.As with the entire collegiate program, these compo-

nents should be viewed not as discrete parts of a fixed
'sequence, but as interactive elements designed to en-
sure a safe level of initial professional practice.

Foundational Studies. Foundational studies in edu-
cation are designed to apply the knowledge base of
undergirding disciplines to education settings. They
focus on learning and human development; and so-
cial, philosophic, historical, and economic policy stud-
ies in education.

*Mthough description is provided herein for elementary
and secondary level teachers, it should be noted that new
instructional arrangements for middle and junior high
school students are emerging across the country. Teacher
candidates for these schools will need different mixes of
general education and professional education courses.
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From foundational studies teacher candidates
should:

understand the unique political, social, economic
and legal role of schooling in American democ-
racy and its significance and contribution to other
institutions and sectors of American society;
comprehend the major premises and develop-
ments associated with significant historical and
contemporary schools of predagogical thought as
a means of examining and shaping their own pro-
fessional values and better understanding the
educational consequences of what they do;
be able to use historical and comparative knOwl-
edge to assess current trends and anticipate edu-
cational consequences;
understand the governance structure and financ-
ing of American schools and the functions of sub-
divisions of the Vsterns;
know about the variety of conditions that affect
the classroom performance of students over
which the teacher has lirnited control (e.g., so-
cioeconomic status, linguistic status, cultural
orientation, class size, exceptionality of classes);
understand the cycles of lifelong human' growth
and development and the major theories of
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor develop-
ment and how these affect learning;
understand typical and atypical behavior and
learning patterns of children and adolescents
within specified cukural contexts;
know how the roles of profession, craft, science,
art, and the like n late to the role of the teacher;
be familiar with the governance and organization
of the teaching profession as differentiated from
the governance of schools;
know the rights, responsibilities, ethics, and stan-
dards of practice for the teaching profession;
be able to use sources of professional educational
literature and systems of information retrieval;
have a working knowledge of statistics and re-
search methods sufficient to understand and ap-
ply them to the improvement of professional
practice.
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Generic Teaching Knowledge and Skills.*
Generic teaching knowledge and skills embody
pedagogical elements common to instruction; re-
gardless of subject field, grade level, school size,
or student population. The domain of generic
skills in which a teacher needs to be proficient is
as comprehensive as the range of professional
challenges which the teacher will encounter in
professional practice.

Professional studies (including clinical and lab-
oratory experiences) should assist prospective
teachers in understanding and employing each of
the generic teaching skills. While the specific
skills listed here are representative and not neces-
sarily exhaustive, they are essential to effective
teaching.

Teaccher candidates should be able to:
1. analyze and interpret student abilities, cultural

backgrounds, achievements and needs:
use school records, including standardized test
scores and anecdotal data, to identify the
learner's needs;
recognize and interpret various exceptional
conditions of children (e.g., limited sight or
hearing, cognitive ability or outstanding gifted
abilities);
identify cultural backgrOunds of students and
interpret impact on learning.

2. design instruction that will meet learner needs
through appropriate instruCtional 'materials, don-

e. tent, activities, format and goals:
plan a course of action for instruction over a
school year, a semester, a grading period, a
day and a lesson;
develop lesson plans with objectives or ex-
pected outcomes, instructional sequences and
activities, and an evaluation design;

*These generic teaching skills are adapted from a variety of
sources including the ACSESULGC standards (1981) and mono-
graphs (Denemark arid Nutter 1980), (Reynolds 1980), (Smith
1980). Extensive parts of this section were drawn from Smith's
identification of six teaching domains in the Florida Beginning
Teacher Program (1982).



decide the subject matter to be taught, includ-
ing sequencing, pacing, emphases, activities,
and evaluation;
select appropriate print, audiovisual and com-
puter materials according to established criteria
and the needs of students.

3. conduct instruction to best facilitate learning:
present subject matter and manage activities to
maximize learning:
use a variety of instructional strategies, includ-
ing individual and small or large group instruc-
tion, peer teaching, independent study, field
projects, computer-assisted instruction, lec-
ture, etc.;
use instructional technology, including com-
puters, as appropriate.

4. manage the classroom to promote productive
learning:

regulate classroom time to focus on learning
activities;
manage student interaction with each other
and the teacher;
organize the classroom physical setting to be
an effective environment for learning activities.

5. manage student conduct to create a positive cli-
mate for student learning:

develop, explain, and monitor rules for stu-
dent conduct;
deal with distractions and competing tasks to
maintain a smooth flow of attractive and chal-
lenging tasks for students;
maintain a focus on productive learning by

` correcting deviant behavior, varying teaching
strategies, and praising desirable conduct.

6. promote classroom communication to evoke and
express academic information as well as personal
feelings and relationships:

use and elicit standard English in writing and
speaking;
use correct mathematical symbols and proc-
esses;
use body language' and other forms of non-
verbal communication to express emotions as
well as approval, disapproval, permission, etc.



7. evaluate learning to determine the extent to
which instructional objectives are achieved by
students:

relate evaluation to instructional objectives rnd
be able to select arid develop appropriate ques-
tions and types of testg;
elicit students' best efforts in preparation for
and in taking examinations;
create an appropriate environment for test-tak-
ing that encourages conscientious and .ethical
behavior;
help students develop an acceptance of tests as
an opportunity to demonstrate the accom-
plishment of goals and to identify areas which
need strengthening;
summarize students' performance on units of
instruction and report that performance hon-
estly and accurately to both students and
parents;
analyze test results and interpret achievement
information meaningfully to students.

8. arrange* for conferral and referral opportunities:
tefer parents/pupils to appropriate professional
expertise as necessary following -detection of
apparent student problems;
conduct conferences as necessary with parents
and special school personnel, such as the
school nurse, psychologist, social worker, li-
brarian/media specialist, and guidance coun-
selor.

Specialized Pedagogical Knowledge and Skills.
Generic knowledge of teaching provides a basis for
more specialized pedagogical knowledge, and skills,
some of which relate specifically to the'subject or con-
tent to be taught, and others to the age or grade level
of the learner. Still other competencies are linked with
the cultural backgrounds and physical and mental
abilities of the learners. While knowledge and skills
associated with teaching students from different
cultural backgrounds or with certain physical or men=
tal handicaps are ,imperative for all teachers, theY eX-
tend beyond the generic elements and are related to
special needs of learners.



Professional studies in this component should en-
able teacher candidates to:

employ diagnostic techniques, design instruc-
tional strategies and curricula, select and use ma-
terials, and engage in management procedures
that are unique to a subject field, grade level, or
set of student group characteristics;
identify special student needs based on cultural
backgrounds and physical and mental abilities;
identify specially trained personnel in atademic
fields other than the teacher's own who can serve
as instructional team members, consultants, re-
source personnel, or persons to whom referrals
are made.

Field and Clinical Laboratory Experiences. Teacher
candidates should be able to practice effectively in the
classroom beginning the first day. To achieve this ob-
jective, teacher education must interweave theory and
practice, college and school experiences. A series of
carefully designed and supervised campus and field-
based experiences shoula be conducted throughout
the period of professional study. This sequence should
enable candidates to move through stages of increased
responsibility for classroom instruction, culminating in
a beginning teacher program that includes support
from peers, higher education faculty, and school su-
pervisors.

This compbnent of professional study allows .pro-
spective teachers to observe and practice instructional
theory in environments which facilitate early feed-
back, evaluation, and modification in the light of such
experience. -These experiences include simulations
and other controlled situdms, microteaching, reflec-
tive teaching, observations of teachers, and student
teaching.

The purpose of direct experience in the classroom is
to enable teacher candidates to master pedagogical
knowledge and skills to a level which allows them to
enter the classroom with the confidence of knowing
how to cope with planned and unexpected events.
Clinical experiences provide the opportunity to deter-
mine if the prospective teacher has the qualities and
characteristics expected of teachers as outlined at the
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beginning of this paper. In addition, these experiences
should provide understanding of the context within
which particular schools function as well as the broad.
social context of schooling.

The implementation of clinical and field-based com-
ponents requires a partnership of a classroom teacher,
the teacher candidate, and a supervising member of
the teacher education faculty.

Field and clinical laboraiory experiences should de-
yelop teacher candkates who:

are thoughtful observers of individuals and
groups and can use the information collected by
observation to promote learning;
have had experience in the classroom and with
the teaching profession which includes interac-
tion with students; teachers, parents, and the
community;
have demonstrated ability to apply both scientific
and artistic dimensions of teaching to. real and
simulated classroom situations;
have developed 'competence and confidence in
using their professional repertoire of knowledge
and skills;
are able to assume increasingly greater responsi-
bility for classroom teaching;
can evaluate their own performance and the out-
comes of that performance;
identify with the teaching profession and possess
an understanding of the rahge of responsibilities
associated with competent professional.



Next Steps
AACTE challenges teacher education to examine.

critically their programs of teacher education focusing-
upon geneial education, preprofessional studies, aca-
demic specialization, and professional studies to deter-
mine whether tb t. needs of prospective teachers are
now being met. While this statement outlines the pri-
mary outcomes for each component, teacher educa-
tors will need to specify in greater detail the knowl-
edge and skills which will ensure that their graduates
are qualified for practice in the nation's classrooms.

.Any re-examination., of the professional studie.s
should include updating the curriculum so that it is
based on the. professional knowledge base. AACTE
recommends two documents, which summarize the
research on the generic knowledge and skills and,
further sfiecify the concepts included in those areas.
We believe that teacher educators will find both help-
ful in redesigning current programs.

Smith, D., ed. Essential Knowledge for Beginning
Teachers. Washington, D.C.: AACTE, to be re-
leased in Summer 1983.
Handbook of the Florida Performance Measurement
System. Tallahassee, Florida: Florida Beginning
Teacher Program, Office of Teacher Education,
Certification and Inservice Staff Development,
1982.

The immediate challenge to teacher education and
AAC h is to achieve consensus on the essentials for
initial professional practice and accordingly to revise
professional preparation programs. However, ideal
prograrris cannot be achieved by schools, colleges/ and
departments, of education 'alone; they must receive the
full support of higher education institutions, the or-
ganized profession, school adthinistrators, local and
state policy-makers, and ultimately the communities
in which theit clients will serve. AACIE is committed
to work toward building this support.
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Afterword
In February 1981 AACTE's Board of Directors es-

tablished a Task Force on Profiles of Excellence with
the charge to prepare a document on what teachers
should know and be able to do when they co
the initial teacher education program. e AACIE.
membership affirmed the work of this task force at the
1982 Annual Meeting, when they passed the follow- .

ing resolution:
Whereas schools, colleges, and departments of
education carry a.large portion of the responsi-
bility for the development uf appropriate knowl-
edge, Ails, and attitudes of those who aspire to
beconie teachers; andrWlitereas the public has
expressed support for the ft)nprovement of ele-
meAtary, secondary, and teacher education; and

Whereas teacher education faculty hAre the
knowledge and expertise nece'ssary for the rede-
sign of teacher education programs and the de-
velopment of appropriately rigorous quality cOn-
trol standards and procedures; and
Whereas the American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education welcomes the opportunity
to ,,join with other organizations in seeking
higher standards for the preparation of prospec-
tive teachers; therefore

Be it resolved that:
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education extends an invitation to other organi-
zations to join in efforts to improve the quality of
teacher education; and
Be it resolved that:
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher.
Education endorses continuing efforts to gain
consensus on the essential capabilities of tenher
education graduates who seek initial teacher cer-
tification; and



Be it resolved that:
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education endorses effortS to identify and create
the conditions essential for excellent programs of
teacher education; and
Be it resolved that:
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education pledges cooperation with other
gardzations in seeking to establish appropriately
rigorous standards for initial teacher certification
and the approval of teacher education programs.

Thus, Profile of a Beginning Teacher was developed bV
this task force in response to its charge from the Board
of Directors and the 1982 resolution. This statement
was adopted by the AACIE Board of Directors in No--
vember 1982.

This statement is AACTE's effort to identify what
teachers should know and be able to do when they
Complete their initial preparationprogram. The Asso-
ciation is preparing a similar stAement about the re-
sponsibilities of teacher educhtion for the inservice
and continuing education of education personnel. In
addition, the Association has proposed a redesign of
the national accrediting association, National Council
on Accreditation for Teacher Education (NCATE), and
is working with the profession to influence state ap-
proval systems as mechanisms to address quality con-
trol. For additional information on these topics, the
reader should contact AAC I E.
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